
The Scott Group of Companies – Scott Transport Industries 

Our rich company history and unique spirit began more than 60 years ago when the late Allan Scott, 
a young man with a single truck in regional Australia, dreamt of building an empire. The dream came 
true. 

Part of that dream was a commitment to the health and safety of our employees, contractors and 
community in which we operate. Scott Transport Industries believe that the only acceptable level of 
injuries or incidents is zero. To achieve this goal, STI will continuously improve our processes, require 
individual accountability and promote comprehensive safety awareness in everything that we do.  

Our target is Zero Harm. 

To achieve our target of Zero Harm, the Scott Group of Companies have developed safe working 
practices, through a risk management approach, to ensure compliance with applicable laws, 
regulations and obligations. 

Our HSEQ Management System is premised on the beliefs that an effective health, safety, 
environment and quality system is based on a systematic approach with appropriate governance 
structures in place and that each of us have clearly defined and unambiguous accountabilities that 
must be met to achieve our objective. 

The STI HSEQ Management System reflects our Safety Policy commitments to strong and 
uncompromising Safety Leadership, Safe behaviour and continuous improvement of our HSEQ 
Management System. Moving forward into the future, we will continue to build upon what Allan 
Scott created, and raise the bar for safety, service and performance. 

STI are introducing significant and highly advanced systems to manage our safety incidents, speed, 
fatigue and sub-contractors. Our sub-contractor management system will change the manner by 
which transport companies handle sub-contractor safety and regulatory compliance. The system will 
allow STI to validate on-line a sub-contractors compliance before tasking. 

We expect all employees and sub-contractors to be constantly mindful of potential hazards, 
faithfully adhere to our safety standards and transport regulatory obligations and actively participate 
in and support the advancement of our health and safety practices. Everyone shares in the 
responsibility of safety and being legally compliant. 


